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APPLICANT STATEMENT 

I certify that all information I have provided to TECHSTAFF is true, complete and correct. 

I understand that any information provided by me that is found to be false, incomplete or misrepresented, will be cause to (i) cancel further 

consideration of this application, or (ii) immediately discharge me from the employer's service, whenever it is discovered.  

I expressly authorize, without reservation, the employer, its representatives, employees or agents to contact and obtain information from all 

references (personal and professional), employers, public agencies, licensing authorities and educational institutions and to otherwise verify 

the accuracy of all information provided by me on my resume and throughout the entire job interview process. I hereby waive any and all rights 

and claims I may have regarding the employer, its agents, employees or representative, for seeking, gathering and using such information in the 

employment process and all other persons, corporations or organizations for furnishing such information about me.  

If I am hired, I understand that I am free to resign at any time, with or without cause and without prior notice, and the employer reserves the 

same right to terminate my employment at any time, with or without cause and without prior notice, except as may be required by law.  

This application does not constitute contract for employment for any specified period or definite duration. I understand that no representative 

of the employer is authorized to make any assurances to the contrary and that no implied oral or written agreements contrary to the foregoing 

express language are valid unless they are in writing and signed by the employer's president.  

I further understand that an offer of employment is conditional based on proper employment authorization, favorable background verification, 

ability to perform the essential functions of the job (with or without reasonable accommodations), and passing a pre-employment drug screen 

and or physical examination (if required).  

I also understand that if I am hired, I will be required to provide proof of identity and legal authority to work in the United States and that 

federal immigration laws require me to complete an I-9 Form. 

BACKGROUND CHECK AUTHORIZATION 

I hereby authorize TECHSTAFF or any potential employer they represent to investigate my background and qualifications for purposes of 

evaluating whether I am qualified for the position for which I am applying. I understand that they will utilize an outside firm or firms to assist it 

in checking such information, and I specifically authorize such an investigation by information services and outside entities of the company's 

choice. I also understand that I may withhold my permission and that in such a case, no investigation will be done, and my application for 

employment will not be processed further. 

The Fair Credit Reporting Act gives you specific rights.  If the Company relies upon the Report for an adverse action, before taking the adverse 

action the Company will give you a “pre-adverse action disclosure” that includes a copy of the Report.  Please be advised that you have the 

right under the Fair Credit Reporting Act to request, in writing, within a reasonable time, that the Company makes a complete and accurate 

disclosure of the nature and scope of the information requested.  Such disclosure will be made to you within five (5) days of the date on which 

we receive the request from you or within five (5) days from the time that the Report was first requested, whichever is later.  Your 

authorization is valid for the longer of: (i) one year from the date hereof; or (ii) the termination of your employment relationship with the 

Company.   

By signing this Release Authorization, you agree to release and hold TECHSTAFF of Southern Wisconsin, Inc., its officers, employees and 
agents, and any other person, or public or private entity inquiring about, investigating, furnishing, communicating, reviewing or evaluating 
information or documents pursuant to this request, harmless from any claim, action, litigation or cause of action that may arise from the 
“Company” use of the information contained in the Report. 

_________________________________ 
Employee Signature 

_______________________ 
Date 




